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SUMMARY

Subject: Job insecurity and wellness of workers in a local government organisation.

Key terms: Job insecurity, burnout, work engagement, coping and government organisation.

The industrialised world of today are characterised by transformation and concepts such as downsizing, rightsizing and restructuring have become a reality. South Africa is not excluded from this worldwide phenomenon and economic and political changes, as well as the shrinking labour market, lead to increased job insecurity.

After 1994 local governments were faced with the challenge of high demands for basic services in previously disadvantaged communities, while having limited resources. These organisations are also affected by the processes of restructuring and transformation, which, in turn, have led to understaffing in most departments and, as such, may contribute to job stress. In this study, job insecurity is regarded as a stressor, and its possible relationship with burnout, work engagement and coping is explored.

A cross-sectional survey design was used. The Job Insecurity Questionnaire, the Oldenburg Burnout Inventory, the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale and the COPE Questionnaire were administered together with biographical questionnaires. Descriptive and inferential statistics were used to analyse the data.

Low levels of job insecurity and burnout and high levels of engagement were found in the study population. Results also indicated that job insecurity is related to burnout, that burnout has a negative correlation with work engagement and coping, and that a positive relationship exists between work engagement and coping. Finally, a regression analysis showed that nine percent of variance in burnout, as measured by the OLBI, is predicted by total job insecurity. Job insecurity can thus partially be used in the prediction of burnout. Limitations in the research are identified and recommendations for future research are made.
OPSOMMING

Onderwerp: Werksonsekerheid en welstand van werkers in 'n plaaslike regeringsorganisasie.

Sleuteltermie: Werksonsekerheid, uitbranding, werksbegeester, "coping" en regeringsorganisasie.

Die geïndustrialiseerde wêreld van vandag word gekenmerk deur transformasie en begrippe soos "downsizing", "rightsizing" en herstrukturerings het 'n realiteit geword. Suid-Afrika is nie uitgesluit van dié wêreldwyse verskynsel nie en ekonomiese en politieke veranderinge, sowel as die krimpende arbeidsmark, lei tot verhoogde werksonsekerheid.

Na 1994 het plaaslike regerings voor die uitdaging te staan gekom van die hoe vraag na basiese dienste in voorheen agtergerwakte gemeenskappe met beperkte hulphbronne. Hierdie organisasies is ook geaffekteer deur die herstrukturerings- en transformasieproses wat gelei het tot 'n tekort aan personeel in die meeste afdelings, en wat op sy beurt weer tot werkstres mag bydra. In hierdie studie word werksonsekerheid as 'n stressor beskou en die moontlike verband met uitbranding, werksbegeester en "coping" word ondersoek.

'n Eenmalige dwarssnee opname-ontwerp is gebruik. Die Werksonsekerheidvraelys, die Oldenburg Uitbrandingsvraelys, die Utrecht Werksbegeesteringskaal en die COPE-vraelys is tesame met biografiese vraelyste afgeneem. Beskrywende en inferensiële statistiek is gebruik om data te analiseer.

Laes vlakke van werksonsekerheid en uitbranding en hoë vlakke van werksbegeester is by die studiepopulasie gevind. Resultate het ook getoon dat werksonsekerheid verwant is aan uitbranding, dat uitbranding 'n negatiewe korrelasie het met werksbegeester en "coping" en dat 'n positiewe verwantskap tussen begeester en "coping" bestaan. Laastens het 'n regressie-analise aangedui dat nege persent van variansie in uitbranding, soos gemeet deur die OLBI, voorspel word deur totale werksonsekerheid.
Werksonekerheid kan dus gedeeltelik gebruik kan word in die voorspelling van uitbranding. Beperkinge in die navorsing word geïdentifiseer en aanbevelings vir toekomstige navorsing word gemaak.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This mini-dissertation deals with job insecurity and wellness of workers in a local government organisation. Wellness of workers includes aspects such as burnout, work engagement and coping.

In Chapter 1 the justification for the research is discussed in terms of the problem statement, the aims of the research and the research method. The chapter is concluded with a brief overview of chapters.

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Economic changes in the world of work have initiated an industrialised world that is characterised by transformation (Mauno & Kinnunen, 1999). This transformation has set new challenges and expectations for organisations, forcing them to engage in "downsizing", "rightsizing" or restructuring, or all three simultaneously, in an attempt to survive in difficult economic conditions. This almost inevitably implies the rationalisation of jobs. These terms are viewed as synonymous with retrenchment – a concept feared by so many workers. For many employees these changes in their working life cause feelings of insecurity about the nature and future existence of their jobs.

Although the individuals that loose their jobs are most affected by organisations implementing these actions, the unemployment problem is not limited to employees directly affected by it; but may also leave scars on the remaining employees (Makgetla, 2001). Roskies and Louis-Guerin (1990) state that the anticipation of harm can have effects as potent as experiencing the harm itself and consequently hypothesise that job insecurity may be as traumatic as unemployment itself. This statement is collaborated by Jacobson (1991). Maslach, Schaufeli and Leiter (2001) are of the opinion that the impact of the changing world of work is perhaps most evident in changes in the psychological contract. In the new psychological contract
employees are expected to give more in terms of time, effort, skills and flexibility, whereas they receive less in terms of career opportunities, lifetime employment and job security (Büssing, 1999; Hartley, Jacobson, Klandermans & Van Vuuren, 1991).

South Africa is incorporated in this worldwide phenomenon; this country’s economic environment having also changed dramatically over the past ten years. Globalisation has forced companies to compete with the best in the world, leading to fierce competition, cost savings and reduction of the labour force. The once stable, predictable and controlled environment has become complex, out of control and unpredictable. The industrial era is superseded by an era of information or knowledge and workers shifted from production to information (Moses, 1998). Changes in the South African labour market over the last decade have not only been limited to the economic environment, but have also been affected by political change. It is evident that the political change is still in the introduction phase as Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) is gaining momentum. Economic and political changes, as well as the shrinking labour market, aggravate job insecurity (Makgetla, 2001).

Job insecurity may be defined in different ways (De Witte, 1997, 1999; Hartley et al; 1991; Mauno & Kinnunen, 1999). In general, job insecurity refers to employees’ negative response to the changes in their job situation. Job insecurity has been defined as an individual’s expectations of continuity in a job situation (Davy, Kinicki & Scheck, 1997); overall concern about the future existence of the job (Rosenblatt & Ruvio, 1996); perception of a potential threat to continuity in his or her current job (Heaney, Israel & House, 1994) and powerlessness to maintain the desired continuity in a threatened job situation (Greenhalgh & Rosenblatt, 1984), to mention just a few.

Job insecurity is usually conceptualised from three general viewpoints, being (i) global, (ii) multi-dimensional and (iii) a job stressor. According to the global view, job insecurity may be considered as the first phase in the process of job loss, where the threat of job loss or job discontinuity exists (Caplan, Cobb, French, Van Harrison & Pinneau, 1980; Ferrie, 1997; Joelson & Wahlquist, 1987).

In the multi-dimensional definition, job insecurity refers not only to the degree of uncertainty, but also to the discontinuity of certain dimensions, such as the
opportunity for promotion (Ashford, Lee & Bolbko, 1989; Borg & Elizur, 1992, Rosenblatt & Ruvio, 1996). Two components of job insecurity are emphasised by Van Vuuren (1990), firstly where the subjective experience or perception of the event exists, and secondly the uncertainty about the future that creates doubts about the continuation of the job.

A mounting body of literature suggests that perceptions of job insecurity might have detrimental consequences for employee attitudes (Ashford et al; 1989; Rosenblatt, Talmud & Ruvio, 1999; Sverke & Hellgren, 2002), increase in job dissatisfaction (Davy et al.; 1997), an increase in negative health outcomes (Hellgren & Sverke, 2003; Mohren, Swaen, Van Amelsvoort, Borm & Galama, 2003) and higher reports of psychological distress (Dekker & Schaufeli, 1995; Probst, 2000). Moreover, employees with perceptions of low job security are more likely to engage in work withdrawal behaviour (Q'Quin, 1998), report lower organisational commitment (Preuss & Lautsch, 2002), often leading to employee turnover (Ashford et al; 1989) and decreased safety motivation and compliance, which in turn, lead to higher levels of workplace injuries and accidents (Probst & Brubaker, 2001), that is detrimental to organisational viability (Kets De Vries & Balazs, 1997) and well-being (De Witte, 1999; Kinnunen, Mauno, Nätti & Happonen, 2000; Mohr, 2000).

According to De Witte (1999) and Van Vuuren (1990), job insecurity consistently presents itself as a stressor. In analysing its consequences, stress reactions can be recognised.

Two theories of stress, the person-environment fit theory of stress and the affective events theory of stress may be useful in an attempt to study the antecedents and consequences of job insecurity. Definitions of stress in the person-environment fit theory of stress emphasise the match between characteristics of the person and the environment. Stress value depends on the perceived imbalance between the individual's perceptions of the demands made by the environment and the individual's perceived ability and motivation to cope with those demands (Probst, 2002). Job insecurity will thus be perceived by the employee as a change or a precursor to change that will demand adaptation, which may be difficult to fulfil. Failure to cope with these new demands may have significant consequences (Probst,
From an affective events theory perspective, characteristics of the work environment and events are subject to a cognitive appraisal of how these characteristics and events aid or obstruct the attainment of goals. Stress results if there is an identifiable goal obstruction, as well as a perceived imbalance between the environmental demands and the employee’s ability to cope with those demands. The resultant strain may become evident at a physiological, behavioural or psychological level, or any combination of these (Probst, 2002).

With these theoretical frameworks in mind, Probst (2002) proposed and tested an integrated model of job insecurity. In this model, job insecurity occurs as a result of multiple antecedents that may serve to stimulate a person’s perception that the future of his/her job is in jeopardy. Probst (2002) hypothesised that antecedents such as grievance filing, absenteeism, organisation tenure, education level and job technology changes are all subject to cognitive appraisal, involving an assessment of the relevance and importance of these factors to one’s well-being. Resulting perceptions of job security generate an emotional or affective response to work events, such as anger or anxiety, and also influence job attitudes, such as promotion satisfaction or job security satisfaction. Cross-sectional and longitudinal research indicates that cognitive appraisal of job security predicts satisfaction with job security, but job security perceptions predict work attitudes to a lesser extent, while taking into account quotidian work stressors such as role ambiguity, time pressure and role conflict. Probst (2002) also reveals that numerous consequences of job insecurity are mediated by job attitudes and affective reactions. Negative consequences at individual and organisation levels, leading to increased organisational withdrawal; health conditions; psychological distress and lowered organisational commitment are all related to job insecurity.

With reference to the work-setting, considerable evidence exists that indicate that particular work stressors, like job insecurity, influence burnout (Burke, 1994). Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998) state that burnout and stress are two distinct concepts. Stress could be seen as a temporary adaptation process that is accompanied by mental and physical symptoms. These authors consider burnout as a particular kind of prolonged job stress. Therefore, an individual who experiences stress must be able to return to his/her normal level of functioning (adaptation has been successfully
performed), while burnout refer to a breakdown in adaptation, accompanied by chronic malfunctioning at work.

Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998, p. 36) define burnout as “a persistent, negative, work-related state of mind in 'normal' individuals that is primarily characterised by exhaustion, which is accompanied by distress, a sense of reduced effectiveness, decreased motivation, and the development of dysfunctional attitudes and behaviours at work”. This psychological condition develops gradually, but may remain unnoticed for a long time. It results from a misfit between intentions and reality in the job.

According to the Maslach Burnout Inventory – General Survey (MBI-GS) normally used to measure burnout, three components of burnout can be identified, namely exhaustion, cynicism and professional efficacy (Maslach & Jackson, 1986). **Exhaustion** refers to fatigue, which includes feelings of being over-extended and depleted of emotional and physical resources. This component relates to the basic individual stress aspect of burnout and, according to Lee and Ashforth (1996), this is the most important underlying aspect of burnout. The inter-personal context dimension of burnout, **cynicism**, reflects indifference or a distant attitude towards one’s work in general, rather than towards the recipients of one’s service or personal relationships at work. **Professional efficacy** encompasses both social and non-social accomplishments at work. This component of burnout is linked to the self-evaluation dimension of the concept (Maslach et al; 2001). Previous studies show that burnout results when a breach exists between individuals’ expectations to fulfil their professional roles and the structure in place within the organisation. When the workplace does not support professional goals, there is an increase in exhaustion and cynicism and a decrease in professional efficacy (Leiter & Harvie, 1998).

Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998) classified possible factors contributing to burnout into four categories namely biographical characteristics, personality characteristics, work-related attitudes and work and organisation characteristics. For the purpose of the research the focus will be on job insecurity as an organisational stressor. Organisational stress refers to stress as a result of certain characteristics of the
organisation itself and includes stressors such as staff shortages, inadequate resources, lack of communication and work overload that is associated with job insecurity.

Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998) propose that organisational stressors can be divided into two groups, namely job demands and a lack of job resources. In order to understand how job demands and resources are related to burnout, the conservation of resources (COR) theory of stress (Hobfoll, 1989; Hobfoll & Freedy, 1993) is used as a frame of reference.

According to the COR theory, people strive to obtain and maintain what they value (their resources). Burnout thus occurs when certain valued resources are lost, are inadequate to meet demands or do not yield the anticipated level of return. Job demands include aspects such as role ambiguity, role conflict, stressful events, heavy workload and work pressure. Resources, on the other hand, include social support from various sources; job enhancement opportunities, such as control, participation in decision making and autonomy; and reinforcement contingencies (Burke & Richardsen, 1993; Cordes & Dougherty, 1993). Both job demands and job resources are affected by job insecurity.

The above-mentioned relationship between burnout, job demands and resources is confirmed by various studies. In a proposed process model of burnout, it was found that job demands are more strongly related to exhaustion, while job resources are more strongly related to cynicism and professional efficacy (Leiter, 1991; 1993). Results by Lee and Ashforth (1996) reveal that job demands are strongly associated with exhaustion, that cynicism is associated with both resources and demands and that professional efficacy is largely uncorrelated to job demands and job resources. Various studies analysed by Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998) found that job demands correlate most strongly with exhaustion and least with professional efficacy. Professional efficacy also showed a strong association with resources. In an analysis of the Maslach Burnout Inventory – General Survey (MBI-GS), Taris, Schreurs and Schaufeli (1999) found that job demands are more strongly related to exhaustion, that cynicism and professional efficacy are related to the resource variables and that organisational demands relate only to exhaustion (Peters & Le Blanc, 2001). Based on these results, it might be expected that job demands be most strongly associated
with exhaustion, whereas a lack of job resources may be strongly associated with diminished professional efficacy.

From a psychometric point of view, the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) is an effective tool for assessing burnout, but, because of the absolute predominance of the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), the concept of burnout has gradually become equated with the way it is measured: *burnout is what the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) measures.* Hence the concept is narrowed down to the three dimensions included in the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) (Schaufeli, 2003).

An alternative instrument for assessing burnout has recently been developed – the Oldenburg Burnout Inventory (OLBI) – which includes both core dimensions of burnout, namely exhaustion and disengagement (Demerouti, Bakker, Vardakou & Kantas, 2002). The exhaustion scale includes items on the affective, physical and cognitive aspects of burnout, whereas the disengagement scale includes items that refer to distancing oneself from one's work.

Research on the antecedents of burnout indicates that burnout is related to job features that include overload, role conflict, role ambiguity and lack of social support, as well as occupational characteristics such as, *inter alia*, requirements to be emotionally sympathetic, but also to suppress emotions on the job (Maslach et al; 2001). Negative outcomes of burnout include aggravated absenteeism, intention to leave the job, actual turnover, lower productivity and effectiveness for those who remain at work, decreased job satisfaction and commitment, and a spill-over effect to other colleagues and family.

Empirical studies show that some individuals, regardless of high job demands and lack of job resources, do not develop burnout, but, in contrast to others, seem to find pleasure in hard work and dealing with job demands (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2002). This gave rise to the concept of engagement, theoretically viewed as an antithesis of the burnout construct. Maslach and Leiter (1997) rephrased burnout as an erosion of engagement with the job. Engagement, according to these authors, is characterised by energy, involvement and efficacy, the direct opposites of burnout (measured by MBI-GS), namely exhaustion, cynicism and lack of professional efficacy.
Engagement is thus identified as a positive, fulfilling, work-related state of mind, characterised by vigour, dedication and absorption. **Vigour** is characterised by high levels of energy and mental resilience while working, as well as a willingness to exert effort and to persist, even through difficult times. **Dedication** is characterised by a sense of significance of one’s work, feeling enthusiastic, inspired and proud, and by viewing work as a challenge. **Absorption** approximates the concept of “flow”, an optimal state of experience where focused attention, a clear mind, accord between body and mind, effortless concentration, complete control, loss of self-consciousness, distortion of time and intrinsic enjoyment is experienced (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2002).

Schaufeli and Bakker (2002) propose the Comprehensive Burnout and Engagement (COBE) Model based on the Job-Demands-Job-Resources Model of Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998) and include aspects such as engagement and adding indicators for health impairment and organisational withdrawal. The COBE model assumes two psychological processes, namely an energetic and a motivational process. The energetic process links job demands with health problems via burnout. The motivational process links job resources via engagement with organisational outcomes. Job resources may play either an intrinsic, motivational role by fostering the employee’s growth, learning and development, or they may play an extrinsic, motivational role by being instrumental in achieving work goals. Job demands are associated with exhaustion, whereas job resources are associated with engagement. Burnout is related to health problems as well as to turnover intentions, and it mediates the relationship between job demands and health problems, while engagement mediates the relationship between job resources and turnover intentions.

One of the basic issues in the burnout domain is coping, i.e. actions that an individual implement in an attempt to deal with organisation stressors to ward off aversive strains (Beehr, Johnson & Nieva, 1995). Greenglass, Burke and Konarski (1998) state that an individual's burnout levels depend not only on stressful events in the work environment, but also on the availability of coping resources. Coping may be defined as "the person's cognitive and behavioural efforts to manage (reduce, minimise or tolerate) the internal and external demands of the person-environment transaction that is appraised as taxing or exceeding the person's resources" (Folkman, Lazarus, Gruen & DeLongis, 1986, p. 572). Coping resources are factors that are in place before a stressor occurs – factors that can be used to minimize the costs of dealing with stress.
(Wheaton, 1983). In literature on burnout certain coping strategies are associated with increased degrees of burnout, while other coping strategies are found to be effective in diminishing burnout. De Rijk, Le Blanc and Schaufeli (1998) argue that utilising active coping strategies buffers the effects of job stressors on negative job-related outcomes such as burnout. These results are confirmed by Duquette, Kerouac, Sandhu, Ducharme and Saulnier (1995) who find that active coping styles are associated with lower levels of burnout. More specifically, Anderson (2000) finds that when individuals use active coping strategies, feelings of cynicism decreased and the sense of professional efficacy increased.

However, coping does not save workers from exhaustion. In research on a sample of pharmacists, Storm and Rothmann (2003) found that professional efficacy was the only component of burnout associated with coping strategies. Active coping strategies are associated with higher levels of personal accomplishment.

Avoidance coping seems to be associated with higher levels of burnout. Thornton (1992) finds that a combination of escapist and avoidance coping is related to increased levels of burnout. Anderson (2000) finds that workers who apply more avoidance strategies show an increase in exhaustion. Results by Mitchell and Hastings (2001) indicate that the use of disengagement coping strategies predicted both exhaustion and less positive feelings of professional efficacy. Chan and Hui (1995) observe that the use of avoidance coping is associated with all three dimensions of burnout. According to Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998), avoidance coping share about 5-10% in the variance of exhaustion and cynicism, where the relationship with personal accomplishment is weaker (less than 5%). Rohman (1987/1988) also finds a positive relationship between avoidance coping and exhaustion and cynicism.

Folkman and Lazarus (1991) indicate that social support seeking can simultaneously function as both a problem-focused coping strategy and an emotion-focused coping strategy. Although emotion-focused coping strategies are often considered as ineffective (Chwalisz, Altmaier & Russell, 1992; Patterson, 1999), Zellars and Perrewé (2001) argue that emotion-focused strategies are multi-dimensional and have suffered from a negative reputation, primarily as a result of their measurement. Their results provide empirical support for the valuable effect of emotional social support as
an aid against all three dimensions. Others also suggest that emotional support could alleviate work stress and psychological strain (Cherniss, 1980). On the other hand, there is evidence that emotional social support may not always be very adaptive (Billings & Moos, 1984; Constanza, Derlega & Winstead, 1988).

Turning to religion is also seen as a potential coping strategy (Beehr et al; 1995). However, it has largely been ignored in coping with occupational stress. It seems as if practising religion in stressful times is associated with lower burnout scores (Hammons, 2000; Luton, 2000; Shaddock, Hill & Van Limbeek, 1998; Turnipseed, 1994). Spiritual resources help people cope with stress, primarily through the appraisal process, by providing a perceptual framework that can help establish the meaning of a stressor in a larger context and also help to prescribe acceptable coping techniques (Zeidner & Hammer, 1992).

As can be seen from the problem statement, involuntary job loss has become an increasingly common experience for many employees in various private and public organisations. Local governments are faced with the challenge of high demands for basic services in previously disadvantaged communities, while they have limited resources. Transformation in local governments is evident in promotions being put on hold, managers having to reapply for their jobs and moratoriums placed on the appointment of new personnel, all of which has led to understaffing in most departments. These changes result in new demands on employees who often have to manage without having the necessary resources. This may all lead to increased stress in the individual (Rothmann, Jackson & Kruger, 2003).

Welsh (1996) reasons that this trend translates to more insecure work environments that have a wide range of effects on employees' mental and physical health, including aspects such as burnout or engagement of employees.

The rationale for this study is based on the assumption that job insecurity is an important concept that deals with the continuing existence or survival of members within an organisation (Greenhalgh & Rosenblatt, 1984). Loss of one's job also implies loss of one's organisational membership.
Despite the significance of the experience of job security and insecurity to both employers and employees, academicians have not yet paid these concepts adequate theoretical or empirical attention (Ashford et al; 1989). Greenhalgh and Rosenblatt (1984) argue that the lack of a theoretical sound measure of the insecurity concept has deterred progress. Büs sing (1999) mentions that studies of the employment process reveal the necessity of considering additional variables in the study of job insecurity. He mentions that beside socio-demographic variables such as gender, age and education, one must account for individual psychological differences such as coping, job/work orientation, organisational commitment and for resources.

Based on this discussion, the following research questions can be formulated:

- How are job insecurity, burnout, work engagement and coping formulated in the literature?
- What are the levels of job insecurity, burnout, work engagement and coping of employees in a local government organisation?
- What is the relationship between job insecurity, burnout, work engagement and coping in a local government organisation?
- What percentage of variance in burnout is explained by job insecurity?

1.2 RESEARCH AIMS

1.2.1 General aim

The general aim of this research is to determine whether there is a relationship between job insecurity, burnout, engagement and coping in a local government organisation.

1.2.2 Specific aims

The specific aims of this study are:

- To conceptualise job insecurity, burnout, work engagement and coping.
- To investigate the levels of job insecurity, burnout, work engagement and employees’ mechanisms of coping in a local government organisation.
• To establish the relationship between job insecurity, burnout, work engagement and employees' coping in a local government organisation.
• To establish what percentage of variance in burnout is accounted for by job insecurity.

1.3 RESEARCH METHOD

1.3.1 Research design

A cross-sectional research design with a survey as data collecting technique will be used to reach the objectives of the study. The design is well suited to the descriptive and predictive functions associated with correlation and validation research, whereby relationships between variables are examined (Shaughnessy & Zechmeister, 1997).

1.3.2 Sample

The entire population of 130 employees from a local government organisation in the Free State will be used in this research. Employees from various levels in the organisation, ranging from unskilled/semi-skilled to professional levels, will be included. A biographical questionnaire will also be used.

1.3.3 Measuring battery

The Job Insecurity Questionnaire (JIQ), the Oldenburg Burnout Inventory (OLBI), the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES) and the COPE Questionnaire (COPE) will be used for collecting data. Reliability and validity will be studied before using the results.

The Job Insecurity Questionnaire (JIQ) (De Witte, 1997) consisting of 11 items, will be used to measure the perceived job insecurity of participants. Items encapsulate both the cognitive and affective dimensions of job insecurity and are arranged along a 5-point Likert-type scale with 1 = strongly agree, 3 = unsure and 5 = strongly disagree. Items on the cognitive dimension include ones phrased as follows,
"I think that I will continue working here", whereas an item such as, "I feel uncertain about the future of my job" is an example on the affective dimension. De Witte (1997) reports a Cronbach alpha coefficient of 0.92 (total), for the affective scale 0.85 and for the cognitive, 0.90, using the same instrument. Elbert (2002) and Heymans (2002) respectively obtain alpha coefficients of 0.84 and 0.81 for total job insecurity. The average of 11 items indicates overall job insecurity of respondents. A high score indicates that the respondent experiences high job insecurity, while a low score indicates a low experience of job insecurity.

*The Oldenburg Burnout Inventory (OLBI)* (Demerouti et al; 2003), is a recently developed alternative to the traditional Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), used as a measure of burnout. The OLBI includes both core dimensions of burnout, namely exhaustion and disengagement (cynicism/depersonalisation). The OLBI consists of 16 items, measured on a 4-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 4 (strongly disagree). Eight items are phrased positively, for example, “I always find new and interesting aspects in my work.” The remaining eight are phrased negatively, for example, “There are days when I feel tired before I arrive at work.” The exhaustion subscale comprises 8 items that measure the affective, physical and cognitive aspects of burnout and include items like, “During my work, I often feel emotionally drained.” The disengagement subscale comprises 8 items that relate to distancing oneself from one’s work. An example of this scale is “I find my work to be a positive challenge.” In investigating the convergent validity of the MBI and the OLBI, using multitrait-multimethod analyses, Demerouti et al. (2003) find that the latent variables representing both instruments are highly correlated and that all exhaustion and distancing/disengagement items of both instruments load on a single factor. The researchers also obtained a Cronbach alpha coefficient of 0.85 (exhaustion) and 0.84 (disengagement) respectively.

*The Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES)* (Schaufel, Maslach & Marek, 1993) will be used to measure the levels of the participants’ engagement. The UWES includes three dimensions, namely vigour, dedication and absorption, which is conceptually seen as the opposite of burnout and is scored on a seven-point frequency rating scale, varying from 0 (never) to 6 (every day). The questionnaire consists of seventeen items, including statements such as, “I am bursting with energy in my work.
every day.”; “Time flies when I am at work.” and “My job inspires me.” The alpha coefficients of the three sub-scales vary between 0,68 and 0,91. The alpha coefficient may be improved (it varies between 0,78 and 0,89 for the three sub-scales) by eliminating a few items without substantially decreasing the scale’s internal consistency.

Storm (2002) obtains the following alpha coefficients for the UWES in a sample of 2 396 members of the South African Police Service: Vigour: 0,78; Dedication: 0,89; Absorption: 0,78.

The COPE Questionnaire (COPE) will be used to measure participants' coping strategies. The COPE is a multi-dimensional 53-item coping questionnaire that indicates the different ways people use to cope in various circumstances (Carver, Scheier & Weintraub, 1989). Although the original questionnaire measures 13 different coping strategies, Pienaar and Rothmann (2003) subjected the COPE to a principal components factor analysis with a varimax rotation. Four internally consistent factors were extracted, namely Active Coping (16 items), Avoidance (13 items), Seeking Emotional Support (7 items) and Turning to Religion (3 items). Examples of items on each of these factors include, “I take additional action to try to get rid of the problem.” (active coping), “I talked to someone about how I feel.” (seeking social support), “I say to myself, ‘This isn’t real’.” (avoidance) and “I put my trust in God.” (turning to religion). The alpha coefficients of the four scales are 0,92, 0,86, 0,80 and 0,83 respectively. All these values are acceptable (α > 0,70, Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994), and thus indicate the internal consistency of the factors of the COPE. Test-retest reliability varies from 0,46 to 0,86 and from 0,42 to 0,89 (applied after two weeks).

1.3.4 Data analysis

The data analysis will be conducted with the help of the SAS Programme (SAS Institute, 2000). Cronbach alpha coefficients, inter-item correlation coefficients and confirmatory factor analysis will be used to assess the reliability and validity of the measuring instruments (Clark & Watson, 1995). Descriptive statistics, e.g. means, standard deviations, skewness and kurtosis, will be used to analyse the data.
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) will be used to determine the significance of differences in the job insecurity, burnout, engagement and coping of various demographic groups. MANOVA tests measure whether mean differences among groups or a combination of dependent variables are likely to have occurred by chance (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). In MANOVA a new dependent variable that maximises group differences is created from the set of dependent variables. One-way analysis is then performed on the newly-created dependent variable. Wilk's lambda will be used to test the significance of the effects, being a likelihood ratio statistic that tests the likelihood of the data on the assumption of equal population mean vectors for all groups against the likelihood of the assumption that the population mean vectors are identical to those of the sample mean vectors for the different groups. When an effect is significant in MANOVA, ANOVA is used to discover which dependent variables are affected. Tukey HSD tests are done to indicate which groups differed significantly when ANOVAs are done. Effect sizes (Cohen, 1988; Steyn, 1999) will be used in addition to statistical significance to determine the practical significance of relationships. Effect sizes indicate whether obtained results are important (while statistical significance may often show results that are of little practical relevance).

A cut-off point of 0,50 (medium effect) (Cohen, 1988) will be set for the practical significance of differences between means.

Pearson correlation coefficients will be computed to determine the relationships among the variables. In the case where the distribution of scores is skew, Spearman correlation coefficients are computed. A cut-off point of $p = 0,05$ will be set for the statistical significance of the results. Effect sizes (Cohen, 1988) will be used to decide on the practical significance of the findings. A cut-off point of 0,30 (medium effect, Cohen, 1988) will be set for the practical significance of correlation coefficients.

Regression analysis will be used to describe the relationship between variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). The multiple regressions are done with burnout, engagement and coping as independent variables, and with affective and cognitive job insecurity as dependent variables.
A regression analysis will be used to determine the proportion of the total variance of one variable that is explained by another variable (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). In this study, a multiple regression analysis will be conducted to determine the proportion of the total variance in burnout (dependent variable) due to job insecurity (independent variable).

1.3.5 Research Procedure

The measuring battery will be compiled, including a letter justifying the research and requesting participation. With regard to the research, ethical aspects are discussed with the participants.

1.4 DIVISION OF CHAPTERS

The chapters in this mini-dissertation are presented as follows:

Chapter 1: Introduction, problem statement and objectives
Chapter 2: Research article
Chapter 3: Conclusions, limitations and recommendations

1.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY

In this chapter the background to and justification for the research were discussed, followed by a description of the problem statement and the formulation of the general and specific objectives. The research design and method were discussed, followed by the chapter division.

Chapter 2 consists of the research article.
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study was to establish the relationship between job insecurity, burnout, engagement and coping of workers in a local government organisation. A cross-sectional survey design was used. The Job Insecurity Questionnaire, the Oldenburg Burnout Inventory (OLBI), the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale and the COPE Questionnaire were administered together with a biographical questionnaire. Results indicate that participants experience low levels of job insecurity and burnout and high levels of engagement. The Pearson product correlation shows that job insecurity are related to burnout, that burnout has a negative correlation with engagement and coping and that a positive relationship exists between engagement and coping. Finally, regression analysis shows that nine percent of variance in burnout, as measured by the OLBI, can be predicted by total job insecurity and job insecurity can thus partially be used in the prediction of burnout.

OPSOMMING

Die doelstelling van hierdie navorsing was om die verwantskap tussen werksonsekerheid, uitbranding, begeesering en "coping" van werknemers 'n plaaslike regeringsorganisasie te bepaal. 'n Eenmalige dwarssne結束 name-ontwerp is gebruik. Die...
Werksonsekerheidvraelys, die Oldenburg Uitbrandingsvraelys (OLBI), die Utrecht Werksbegeesteringskaal en die COPE-vraelys is tesoene met 'n biografiese vraelys afgeneem. Resultate dui aan dat deelnemers lae vlakke van werksonsekerheid en uitbranding en hoë vlakke van begeestering ervaar. Pearson-produkmomentkorrelasies toon dat werksonsekerheid verwant is aan uitbranding, dat uitbranding 'n negatiewe verwantskap met begeestering en “coping” het en dat 'n positiewe verwantskap tussen begeestering en “coping” bestaan. Laastens toon regressie-analise dat nege persent van variansie in uitbranding, soos deur die OLBI gemee, deur werksonsekerheid voorspel word, en dus kan werksonsekerheid gedeeltelik gebruik word in die voorspelling van uitbranding.
Economic changes in the world of work have set in motion an industrialised world that is characterised by transformation (Mauno & Kinnunen, 1999). Transformation has raised new challenges and expectations for organisations, forcing them to engage in “downsizing”, “rightsizing” or restructuring, or all three simultaneously, in an attempt to survive in difficult economic conditions. For many employees these changes in their working life cause feelings of insecurity about the nature and future existence of their jobs.

Although the individuals that loose their jobs are most affected by the above-mentioned actions of organisations, the effects of the unemployment problem are not limited to those employees directly affected, but may also leave scars on the remaining employees (Makgetla, 2001). Roskies and Louis-Guerin (1990) state that the anticipation of harm can have effects as potent as experiencing the harm itself and consequently hypothesise that job insecurity may be as traumatic as unemployment itself.

Maslach, Schaufeli and Leiter (2001) are of the opinion that the impact of the changing world of work is perhaps most evident in changes in the psychological contract whereby employees are expected to give more in terms of time, effort, skills and flexibility, but they receive less in terms of career opportunities, lifetime employment and job security (Büssing, 1999; Hartley, Jacobson, Klandermans & Van Vuuren, 1991). Jacobson (1991) believes that job insecurity can potentially become more stressful than job loss itself, as the coping process may be inhibited by a pervasive atmosphere of uncertainty.

South Africa is incorporated in this worldwide phenomenon; this country’s economic environment having also changed dramatically over the past ten years. Globalisation has forced companies to compete with the best in the world, leading to fierce rivalry, cost savings and reduction of the labour force. The once stable, predictable and controlled environment has become complex, out of control and unpredictable. Changes in the South African labour market over the last decade have not only been limited to the economic environment, but also included political change which is evident as Black
Economic Empowerment gains momentum. Economic and political changes, as well as the shrinking labour market, aggravate job insecurity (Makgetla, 2001).

The justification for this research is that there is consensus on job insecurity possibly being perceived as a stressor (Van Vuuren, 1990; Parker & DeCotiis, 1983). In analysing its consequences, stress reactions are identifiable. In this study the researcher wants to focus on the possible relationship between job insecurity and wellness of workers as manifested in burnout, engagement and coping.

**Job insecurity, burnout, engagement and coping**

Job insecurity may be defined in different ways (De Witte, 1997, 1999; Hartley et al; 1991; Mauno & Kinnunen, 1999). In general, job insecurity refers to employees' negative responses to changes in their jobs. Job insecurity has been defined as an individual's expectations of continuity in a job situation (Davy, Kinicki & Scheck, 1997), overall concern about the future existence of the job (Rosenblatt & Ruvio, 1996), perception of a potential threat to continuity in his or her current job (Heaney, Israel & House, 1994) and powerlessness to maintain the desired continuity in a threatened job situation (Greenhalgh & Rosenblatt, 1984), to give only a few definitions.

Job insecurity is usually conceptualised from three general viewpoints, being (i) global, (ii) multi-dimensional and (iii) a job stressor. According to the **global view**, job insecurity may be considered as the first phase in the process of job loss, where the threat of job loss or job discontinuity exists (Caplan, Cobb, French, Van Harrison & Pinneau, 1980; Ferrie, 1997; Joelson & Wahlquist, 1987). Job insecurity thus relates to people in their work context who fear they might lose their jobs and become unemployed (De Witte, 1999).
Van Vuuren (1990) describes job insecurity as the concern a person feels about the continued existence of his/her job. He identifies three components that are central to job insecurity. The first component refers to a subjective experience or perception; the second to uncertainty about the future and the third component includes doubts about the continuation of the job. Within this framework of the *multi-dimensional view* of job insecurity, the concept refers not only to the amount of uncertainty employees feel about their job continuity, but also about the permanence of certain dimensions of the job, such as organizational benefits and promotion opportunities (Borg & Elizur, 1992; Rosenblatt & Ruvio, 1996).

A mounting body of literature suggests that perceptions of job insecurity might have detrimental effects on employee attitudes (Ashford, Lee & Bolbko, 1989; Rosenblatt, Talmud & Ruvio, 1999; Sverke & Hellgren, 2002), may increase job dissatisfaction (Davy et al; 1997), may increase negative health outcomes (Hellgren & Sverke, 2003; Mohren, Swaen, Van Amelsvoort, Born & Galama, 2003) and higher reports of psychological distress (Dekker & Schaufeli, 1995; Probst, 2000). Moreover, employees with perceptions of low job security are more likely to engage in work withdrawal behaviour (Q'Quin, 1998), report lower organizational commitment (Preuss & Lautsch, 2002), which often leads to employee turnover (Asford et al; 1989) and decreased safety motivation and compliance, which in turn, lead to higher levels of workplace injuries and accidents (Probst & Brubaker, 2001), detrimental to organizational viability (Kets De Vries & Balazs, 1997) and well-being (De Witte, 1999; Kinnunen, Mauno, Nätti & Happonen, 2000; Mohr, 2000). A downward spiral is created where productivity decreases and absenteeism increases, which might result in the competitive strength of the company being undermined (Hartley et al; 1991).

According to De Witte (1999) and Van Vuuren (1990), job insecurity consistently presents itself as a *stressor*. With regard to consequences, a distinction is made between stress reactions and coping behaviour. Stress reactions refer to the consequences of the
stressor for psychological well-being, while coping refers to the way in which the person deals with stress (De Witte, 1997).

Two theories of stress, the person-environment fit theory of stress and the affective events theory of stress may facilitate the study of the antecedents and consequences of job insecurity. Definitions of stress in the person-environment fit theory of stress emphasise the match between characteristics of the person and the environment. Stress value depends on the perceived imbalance between the individual’s perceptions of the demands made by the environment and the individual’s perceived ability and motivation to cope with those demands (Probst, 2002). Job insecurity will thus be perceived by the employee as a change or a precursor to change that will demand adaptation, which may be difficult to meet and failure to cope with these new demands may have significant consequences (Probst, 2002). From an affective events theory perspective, characteristics of the work environment and events are subject to cognitive appraisal of how they promote or obstruct the attainment of goals. Stress will result if there is an identifiable goal obstruction, as well as a perceived imbalance between environmental demands and the employee’s ability to cope with those demands. The resultant strain may become evident at a physiological, behavioural or psychological level, or any combination of these (Probst, 2002).

With the above-mentioned theoretical frameworks in mind, Probst (2002) proposed and tested an integrated model of job insecurity. In this model, job insecurity occurs as a result of multiple antecedents, which may serve to stimulate a person’s perception that the future of his/her job is in jeopardy. Probst (2002) hypothesised that antecedents such as grievance filing, absenteeism, organisation tenure, educational level and job technology change, are all subject to cognitive appraisal, involving an assessment of the relevance and importance of these factors to one’s well-being. Resulting perceptions of job security generate an emotional or affective response to work events, e.g. anger or anxiety, and also influence job attitudes, e.g. promotion satisfaction or job security satisfaction. Cross-sectional and longitudinal research indicates that cognitive appraisal
of job security predicts satisfaction with job security, but job security perceptions predict work attitudes to a lesser extent, while taking into account quotidian work stressors such as role ambiguity, time pressure and role conflict. Probst (2002) also shows that numerous consequences of job insecurity are mediated by job attitudes and affective reactions. Negative consequences at individual and organisation levels, leading to increased organisational withdrawal; deteriorating health conditions; psychological distress and lowered organisational commitment are all related to job insecurity.

Maslach et al. (2001), note that the difficulties that can arise when the person-work relationship becomes imbalanced, have long been acknowledged as a phenomenon of the modern age. The term, burnout, was traditionally only used with reference to people working in the human services (Maslach et al; 2001; Van Dierendonck, Schaufeli & Buunk, 1998). However, the concept of burnout has recently been extended to all other professions and occupational groups (Maslach et al; 2001).

Burnout can be viewed as a psychological syndrome that develops in response to chronic inter-personal stressors on the job (Maslach et al; 2001) and may thus develop after prolonged exposure to job insecurity (Westman, Etzion & Danon, 2001; Dekker & Schaufeli, 1995). It is primarily characterised by exhaustion accompanied by distress, a sense of reduced effectiveness, decreased motivation and the development of dysfunctional attitudes and behaviours at work (Schaufeli & Enzmann, 1998). According to Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998), stress should not be confused with burnout, while burnout may be regarded as a particular kind of prolonged job stress.

An individual experiences job stress when the demands of the workplace exceed his or her adaptive responses. It can thus be seen as a particular, multi-dimensional, chronic stress reaction that transcends the experience of mere exhaustion; it is the final step in a progression of unsuccessful attempts to cope with a variety of negative stress conditions (Rothmann, Jacobson & Kruger; 2003).
Three components of burnout can be identified and are included in the MBI-GS that is normally used to measure burnout, namely exhaustion, cynicism and professional efficacy (Wiese, Rothmann & Storm, 2003). 

**Exhaustion** refers to fatigue, which includes feelings of being overextended and depleted of one's emotional and physical resources. This component relates to the basic individual stress aspect of burnout and, according to Lee and Ashforth (1996), this is the most significant underlying aspect of burnout. The interpersonal context dimension of burnout, **cynicism**, reflects indifference or a distant attitude towards one's work in general, rather than towards the recipients of one's service or personal relationships at work. 

**Professional efficacy** encompasses both social and non-social accomplishments at work. This component of burnout is linked to the self-evaluation dimension of this concept (Maslach et al; 2001). Previous studies show that burnout results when a breach exists between individuals' expectations to fulfil their professional roles and the structure in place within the organisation. When the workplace does not support professional goals, there is an increase in exhaustion and cynicism and profession efficacy decreases (Leiter & Harvie, 1998).

Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998) classified possible factors contributing to burnout into four categories namely biographical characteristics, personality characteristics, work-related attitudes and work and organisation characteristics. For the purpose of the research the focus will be on job insecurity as an organisational stressor. Organisational stress refers to stress as a result of certain characteristics of the organisation itself and includes stressors such as staff shortages, inadequate resources, lack of communication and work overload that is associated with job insecurity.

Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998) propose that organisational stressors can be divided into two groups, namely job demands and a lack of job resources. In order to understand how job demand and resources are related to burnout, the conservation of resources (COR) theory of stress is used as a frame of reference (Hobfoll, 1989; Hobfoll & Freedy, 1993). According to the COR theory, people strive to obtain and maintain what they value (their resources). Burnout thus occurs when certain valued resources are lost, are inadequate to
meet demands or do not yield the anticipated level of return. Job demands include aspects such as role ambiguity, role conflict, stressful events, heavy workload and work pressure.

Resources, on the other hand, include social support from various sources, job enhancement opportunities, such as control, participation in decision making and autonomy; and reinforcement contingencies (Burke & Richardsen, 1993; Cordes & Dougherty, 1993).

The above-mentioned relationship between burnout, job demands and resources is confirmed by various studies. In a proposed process model of burnout, it was found that job demands are more strongly related to exhaustion, while job resources are more strongly related to cynicism and professional efficacy (Leiter, 1991, 1993). Results by Lee and Ashforth (1996) reveal that job demands are strongly associated with exhaustion; cynicism is associated with both resources and demands; and professional efficacy is largely uncorrelated to job demands and job resources. Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998) analysed various studies and found that job demands correlate most strongly with exhaustion and the least with professional efficacy. Professional efficacy also showed a strong association with resources. In analysing the Maslach Burnout Inventory - General Survey (MBI-GS), Taris, Schreurs and Schaufeli (1999) find that job demands are more strongly related to exhaustion, while cynicism and professional efficacy are related to the resource variables; organisational demand relates only to exhaustion (Peeters & Le Blanc, 2001). Based on the above-mentioned results, it is to be expected that job demands are most strongly associated with exhaustion, while a lack of job resources is strongly associated with lower professional efficacy.

From a psychometric point of view, the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) is an effective instrument for assessing burnout, but because of the absolute predominance of the MBI, the concept of burnout has been gradually equated with the way it is measured: burnout is what the MBI measures. Hence the concept has been narrowed to the three dimensions
included in the MBI (Schaufeli, 2003). An alternative instrument for assessing burnout has recently been developed – the Oldenburg Burnout Inventory (OLBI) – which includes both core dimensions of burnout, namely exhaustion and disengagement (Demerouti, Bakker, Vardakou & Kantas, 2002). The exhaustion scale includes items on the affective, physical and cognitive aspects of burnout, whereas the disengagement scale includes items that refer to distancing oneself from one’s work. A study on the convergent validity of the MBI and the OLBI, using multitrait-multimethod analyses, indicates that a high positive correlation exists between the latent variables representing both instruments and all exhaustion and distancing/disengagement items of both instruments load on the same single factor (Demerouti et al; 2002). Bearing this in mind, the OLBI may be considered as an alternative for the MBI-GS (Schaufeli, 2003).

Research over the last twenty years indicates that burnout is not only related to negative outcomes for the individual - including depression, a sense of failure, fatigue and loss of motivation - but also to negative outcomes for the organisation - including absenteeism, turnover rates and lowered productivity (Schaufeli & Enzmann, 1998). Research also indicates outcomes such as a lack of commitment and diminished capacity to render a service, especially along dimensions of decision making, and initiating involvement with clients (Levert, Lucas & Ortlepp, 2000). Burnout workers are also too depleted to give of themselves in a creative, co-operative fashion (Sammut, 1997).

Empirical studies reveal that some individuals, regardless of high job demands and a lack of job resources, do not develop burnout, but seem to find pleasure in hard work and dealing with job demands (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2002). This gave rise to the concept of engagement, theoretically viewed as an antithesis of the burnout construct as set forth by the MBI-GS. Maslach and Leiter (1997) redefine burnout as an erosion of engagement with the job. Engagement, according to these authors, is characterised by energy, involvement and efficacy, the direct opposites of burnout as measured by the MBI-GS, namely exhaustion, cynicism and lack of professional efficacy.
Engagement can thus be identified as a positive, fulfilling, work-related state of mind that is characterised by vigour, dedication and absorption. *Vigour* is characterised by high levels of energy and mental resilience while working, as well as a willingness to exert effort and to persist even through difficult times. *Dedication* is characterised by a sense of significance of one’s work, feeling enthusiastic, inspired and proud, and by viewing the work as a challenge. *Absorption* approximates the concept of “flow”, an optimal state of experience where focused attention, a clear mind, accord in body and mind, effortless concentration, complete control, loss of self-consciousness, distortion of time and intrinsic enjoyment is experienced (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2002).

Schaufeli and Bakker (2002) have extended the Job-Demands-Job-Resources Model (JD-JR model) to include aspects such as engagement and added indicators for health impairment and organisational withdrawal in the Comprehensive Burnout and Engagement (COBE) Model. The COBE model assumes two psychological processes, namely an energetic and a motivational process. The energetic process links job demands with health problems via burnout. The motivational process links job resources via engagement with organisational outcomes. Job resources may play either an intrinsic motivational role by fostering the employee’s growth, learning and development, or it may play an extrinsic motivational role by being instrumental in achieving work goals. Job demands are associated with exhaustion, whereas job resources are associated with engagement. Burnout is related to health problems as well as to turnover intentions, and mediates the relationship between job demands and health problems, while engagement mediates the relationship between job resources and turnover intentions (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2002).

Research suggests that individual coping strategies may be significant in either ameliorating or exacerbating psychological burnout (Alsoofi, Al-Heeti & Alwashli, 2000; Anshel, 2000; Golembiewski & Munzenrider, 1988). Coping may be defined as "the person's cognitive and behavioural efforts to manage (reduce, minimize or tolerate) the internal and external demands of the person-environment transaction that is appraised as
taxing or exceeding the person's resources" (Folkman, Lazarus, Gruen and DeLongis, 1986, p. 572).

In the literature on burnout certain coping strategies are associated with increased degrees of burnout, while other coping strategies have been found effective in diminishing burnout. De Rijk, Le Blanc and Schaufeli (1998) argue that utilising active coping strategies, such as confronting the problem, buffers the effects of job stressors on negative job-related outcomes (burnout), while inactive efforts such as avoidance and drinking are associated with higher levels of burnout (Pines, Aronson & Kafry, 1981). These results are confirmed by Duquette, Kerouac, Sandhu, Ducharme and Saulnier (1995), who found that active coping styles are associated with lower levels of burnout. More specifically, Anderson (2000) finds that when individuals used active coping strategies, feelings of cynicism decreased and their sense of professional efficacy increased. However, it did not save them from exhaustion. In research on a sample of pharmacists, Storm and Rothmann (2003) found that professional efficacy was the only component of burnout associated with coping strategies. Active coping strategies are associated with higher levels of personal accomplishment. Rohman (1987/1988) does not support the finding that active coping moderates the relation between the stressor and burnout.

Passive or avoidance coping appears to be associated with higher levels of burnout. Thornton (1992) finds that a combination of escapist and avoidance coping is related to increased levels of burnout. Anderson (2000) finds that workers who apply more avoidance strategies, show an increase in exhaustion. The results of Mitchell and Hastings (2001) show that the use of disengagement coping strategies predict both exhaustion and less positive feelings of professional efficacy. Chan and Hui (1995) observe that the use of avoidance coping is associated with all three dimensions of burnout. According to Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998), avoidance coping shares about 5-10% of the variance of exhaustion and cynicism, whereas the relationship with personal accomplishment is weaker (less than 5%). Rohman (1987/1988) also finds a positive relationship between avoidance coping and exhaustion and cynicism. Folkman and
Lazarus (1991) indicate that seeking social support coping responses can simultaneously function as both a problem-focused coping strategy and an emotion-focused coping strategy.

Although emotion-focused coping strategies are often considered ineffective (Chwalisz, Altmaier & Russell, 1992; Patterson, 1999), Zellars and Perrewé (2001) argue that emotion focused strategies are multi-dimensional and have unjustly suffered from a negative reputation primarily as a result of their measurement. Their results provide empirical support for the valuable effect of emotional social support as an aid against all three dimensions. Others also suggest that emotional support could alleviate work stress and psychological strain (Cherniss, 1980). On the other hand, there is evidence that emotional social support may not always be very adaptive (Billings & Moos, 1984; Constanza, Derlega & Winstead, 1988).

Turning to religion has also been seen as a potential coping strategy (Beehr, Johnson & Nieva, 1995), but has largely been ignored in coping with occupational stress. It seems that the practice of religion in stressful times is associated with lower burnout scores (Hammons, 2000; Luton, 2000; Shaddock, Hill & Van Limbeek, 1998; Turnipseed, 1994). Spiritual resources help people cope with stress, primarily through the appraisal process that provide a perceptual framework that can help place the meaning of a stressor into a larger context and can also help prescribe acceptable coping techniques (Zeidner & Hammer, 1992).

As may be seen from the problem statement, involuntary job loss has become an increasingly common experience for many employees in various private and public organisations. The election in 1994 ushered in an era where the majority of South Africans no longer had to be passive recipients of poor or non-existent government services. As the most important instrument to improve the quality of lives of all South Africans, a reformed civil service remains the single most critical element of government policy. Local governments are faced with the challenge of high demands for basic services in previously disadvantaged communities, while their resources are limited.
Transformation in local governments is evident from promotions being put on hold, managers having to re-apply for their jobs, and moratoria being placed on appointing new personnel, all which has led to understaffing in most departments. These changes result in new demands on employees, who often have to manage without having the necessary resources (Rothmann, Jackson & Kruger, 2003). Welsh (1996) reasons that this trend translates to more insecure work environments, with a wide range of effects on the employee’s mental and physical health, which may include aspects such as burnout or engagement of employees.

Despite the significance of the experience of job security and insecurity to both employers and employees, academicians have not yet given these concepts adequate theoretical or empirical attention (Ashford et al; 1989). Greenhalgh and Rosenblatt (1984) argue that a lack of a theoretical sound measure of the insecurity concept has deterred progress. Büsing (1999) mentions that studies of the employment process reveal the necessity of considering additional variables in the study of job insecurity. He mentions that, beside socio-demographic variables such as gender, age and education, one must account for individual psychological differences such as coping, job/work orientation, organisational commitment and for resources.

The discussion above leads to the following hypotheses:

H₁: Employees in a local government organisation experience high levels of job insecurity.

H₂: Employees in a local government organisation experience high levels of burnout.

H₃: Employees in a local government organisation experience low levels of engagement.

H₄: A relationship exists between job insecurity, burnout, engagement and coping in a local government organisation.

H₅: Job insecurity predicts burnout in a local government organisation.
RESEARCH METHOD

Research design

A specific cross-sectional survey design was used to reach the research objectives, whereby a sample is drawn from a population at one time (Shaughnessy & Zechmeister, 1997).

Sample

Although all 130 employees of a local government organisation were included in the research, only 83 questionnaires were returned \((N=83)\), giving a response rate of 63,85%. Table 1 provides a summary of the compilation of the study population used in this study.

Table 1
Compilation of the study population \((N=83)\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male (1)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>50,60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female (2)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>45,78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>96,38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Group</td>
<td>Black (1)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>40,96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White (2)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>56,63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other (3)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>100,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>24 years and younger (1)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10,84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 - 35 years (2)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>53,01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36 - 45 years (3)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26,51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46 - 55 years (4)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7,23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56 years and older (5)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen from Table 1, the study population was relatively balanced in terms of gender, but white participants (56.63%) dominated the study population. Most of the participants fell in the 25 - 35 year (53.01%) and 36 - 45 year (26.51%) age groups; had a Grade 10 – 12 qualification (97.59%) and belonged to a union (97.59%). The majority of participants have been working at the organisation for 2 - 5 (25.51%) and 6 - 10 years (37.35%).

Measuring instruments

The Job Insecurity Questionnaire (JIQ) (De Witte, 1997) consisting of 11 items, was used to measure participants’ perceived job insecurity. Items encapsulate both the cognitive and affective dimensions of job insecurity and are arranged along a 5-point Likert-type scale with 1 = strongly agree, 3 = unsure and 5 = strongly disagree. Items on the cognitive dimension include those phrased as follows: “I think that I will continue working here.” “I feel uncertain about the future of my job.” is an example of an item on the affective dimension. De Witte (1997) reports a Cronbach alpha coefficient of 0.92 for total job insecurity, 0.85 for the affective and 0.90 for the cognitive scale, using the same
instrument. Elbert (2002) and Heymans (2002) respectively obtained alpha coefficients of 0.84 and 0.81 for total job insecurity. The average of 11 items indicates respondents' overall job insecurity. A low score indicates that the respondent experiences low levels of job insecurity, while a high score indicates high experience of job insecurity.

The Oldenburg Burnout Inventory (OLBI) (Demerouti et al; 2003), is a recently developed alternative to the traditionally used Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) that was used as a measure of burnout. The OLBI includes both core dimensions of burnout, namely exhaustion and disengagement (cynicism/depersonalisation). The OLBI consists of 16 items, measured on a 4-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 4 (strongly disagree). Eight items are phrased positively, for example, “I always find new and interesting aspects in my work.” and the remaining eight are phrased negatively, for example, “There are days when I feel tired before I arrive at work.” The exhaustion subscale comprises 8 items that measure the affective, physical and cognitive aspects of burnout and includes items such as, “During my work, I often feel emotionally drained.” The disengagement subscale comprises 8 items that relate to distancing oneself from one's work, for example, “I find my work to be a positive challenge.” In investigating the convergent validity of the MBI and the OLBI, using multitrait-multimethod analyses, Demerouti et al. (2003) found that the latent variables representing both instruments are highly correlated and that all exhaustion and distancing/disengagement items of both instruments load on a single factor. The researchers also obtained Cronbach alpha coefficients of 0.85 (exhaustion) and 0.84 (disengagement) respectively.

The Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES) (Schaufeli, Maslach & Marek, 1993) was used to measure the participants' levels of engagement. The UWES includes three dimensions, namely vigour, dedication and absorption, which are conceptually seen as the antithesis of burnout as measured by the MBI-GS. Scoring is a 7-point frequency rating scale, varying from 0 (never) to 6 (every day). The questionnaire consists of 17 questions such as, “I am bursting with energy every day in my work.”; “Time flies when I am at work” and “My job inspires me.” The alpha coefficients of the three subscales vary between 0.68 and 0.91. The alpha coefficients (varying between 0.78 and 0.89 for
the three subscales) could be improved by eliminating a few items without substantially decreasing the internal consistency of the scales. Storm (2002) obtained the following alpha coefficients for the UWES in a sample of 2,396 members of the South African Police Service: Vigour: 0.78; Dedication: 0.89; Absorption: 0.78.

The COPE Questionnaire (COPE) was used to measure participants' coping strategies. The COPE is a multi-dimensional 53-item coping questionnaire that indicates the different ways people cope in various circumstances (Carver, Scheier & Weintraub, 1989). Although the original questionnaire measures 13 different coping strategies, Pienaar and Rothmann (2003) subjected the COPE to a principal components factor analysis with a varimax rotation. Four internally consistent factors were extracted, namely active coping (16 items), avoidance (13 items), seeking emotional support (7 items) and turning to religion (3 items). Examples of items in each of these factors include, “I take additional action to try to get rid of the problem.” (active coping); “I talked to someone about how I feel.” (seeking social support); “I say to myself, ‘This isn’t real’” (avoidance); and “I put my trust in God.” (turning to religion). The alpha coefficients of the four scales are 0.92, 0.86, 0.80 and 0.83 respectively. All these values are acceptable ($\alpha > 0.70$, Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994), and thus indicate the internal consistency of the factors of the COPE. Test-retest reliability varies from 0.46 to 0.86 and from 0.42 to 0.89 (applied after two weeks).

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was carried out by means of the SAS Programme (SAS Institute, 2000). Cronbach alpha coefficients, inter-item correlation coefficients and confirmatory factor analysis were used to assess the reliability and validity of the measuring instruments (Clark & Watson, 1995). Descriptive statistics, e.g. means, standard deviations, skewness and kurtosis, were used to analyse the data.
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to determine the significance of differences between the job insecurity, burnout, engagement and coping of various demographic groups. MANOVA tests whether mean differences among groups on a combination of dependent variables are likely to have occurred by chance (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). In MANOVA, a new dependent variable that maximises group differences is created from the set of dependent variables. One-way analysis is then performed on the newly created dependent variable.

Wilk's lambda was used to test the significance of the effects, being a likelihood ratio statistic that tests the likelihood of the data on the assumption of equal population mean vectors for all groups against the likelihood on the assumption that the population mean vectors are identical to those of the sample mean vectors for the different groups. When an effect was significant in MANOVA, ANOVA was used to discover the dependent variables affected. Tukey HSD tests were done to indicate the groups that differed significantly when ANOVAs were done. Effect sizes (Cohen, 1988; Steyn, 1999) were used in addition to statistical significance to determine the practical significance of relationships. Effect sizes indicate whether obtained results are important (while statistical significance may often show results which are of little practical relevance). The use of only statistical significance testing in a routine manner has been criticised and the editors of some periodicals have appealed for placing more emphasis on effect sizes (Steyn, 1999).

The following formula was used to determine the practical significance of the difference between the means of more than two groups (Steyn, 1999):

\[
d = \frac{\text{Mean}_A - \text{Mean}_B}{\text{Root MSE}}
\]

where

\( \text{Mean}_A \) = Mean of the first group
\( \text{Mean}_B \) = Mean of the second group
Root MSE = Root Mean Square Error

A cut-off point of 0,50 (medium effect) (Cohen, 1988) was set for the practical significance of differences between means.

Pearson correlation coefficients were computed to determine the relationships between the variables. In the case where the distribution of scores was skew, Spearman correlation coefficients were computed. A cut-off point of $p = 0,05$ was set for the statistical significance of the results. Effect sizes (Cohen, 1988) were used to decide on the practical significance of the findings. A cut-off point of 0,30 (medium effect) (Cohen, 1988) was set for the practical significance of correlation coefficients.

Regression analysis was used to describe the relationship between variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). The multiple regressions were done with burnout, engagement and coping as independent variables, and with affective, cognitive and total job insecurity as dependant variables.

According to Cohen (1988) a correlation ($r$) can only be properly understood by determining its square ($r^2$). A regression analysis is used to determine the proportion of the total variance in one variable that is explained by another variable (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). In this study, a multiple regression analysis was conducted to determine the proportion of the total variance of burnout (independent variable) on job insecurity.

RESULTS

A simple principal components analysis was conducted on the 11 items of the JIQ on the total sample of employees at a local government organisation. Based on analyses of the eigen values (greater than 1) and scree plot, it was indicated that two factors could be extracted, explaining 52,98% of the variance. The first factor deals with the affective
component and the second factor with the cognitive component of job insecurity. An oblique rotation showed that the factors were not strongly correlated, and it was subsequently decided to use principal factor analysis with varimax rotation.

**Table 2**

*Pattern Matrix of the 11-item JIQ for Employees in a Local Government Organisation (N=83)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I think that I will continue working here</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. There is only a small chance that I will become unemployed.</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I am certain/sure of my job environment.</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I am very sure that I will be able to keep my job.</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. It makes me anxious that I might become unemployed.</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I feel uncertain about the future of my job.</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I worry about the continuation of my career.</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I fear that I might lose my job.</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I fear that I might get fired.</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. There is a possibility that I might lose my job in the near future.</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. I think that I might be dismissed in the near future.</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After scrutinising the individual item loadings indicated in Table 2, it appeared that items 1, 3 and 4 loaded correctly on the cognitive subscale and items 2, 10 and 11, which are supposed to load on the cognitive subscale, loaded heavily on the affective job insecurity subscale. Item 6 loaded incorrectly on the cognitive subscale. The rest of the affective items loaded correctly. Possible explanations for factor loadings on the JIQ are given in the discussion.

A simple principal components analysis was conducted on the 16 items of the OLBI on the total sample of employees in a local government organisation. Four factors could be extracted, based on analysis of eigen values (greater than 1) and scree plot. The obtained pattern matrices for a 4-factor solution did not make sense and Demerouti et al. (2002) found that burnout as measured by the OLBI has a two-factor structure, with exhaustion...
and disengagement as separate but correlated dimensions; consequently, it was decided to specify two factors. An oblique rotation showed that factors were not strongly correlated and thus a principal factor analysis with varimax rotation was used.

Table 3

Pattern Matrix of the 16-item OLBI for Employees in a Local Government Organisation (N=83)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Component 1</th>
<th>Component 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I always find new and interesting aspects in my work.</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. There are days when I feel tired before I arrive at work.</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. It happens more and more often that I talk about my work in a negative way.</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. After work, I tend to need more time than in the past in order to relax and feel better.</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I can tolerate the pressure of my work very well.</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Lately, I tend to think less at work and do my job almost mechanically.</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I find my work to be a positive challenge.</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. During my work, I often feel emotionally drained.</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Over time, one can become disconnected from this type of work.</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. After working, I have enough energy for my leisure activities.</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Sometimes I feel sickened by my work tasks.</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. After work I usually feel worn out and weary.</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. This is the only type of work that I can imagine myself doing.</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Usually, I can manage the amount of my work well.</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. I feel more and more engaged in my work.</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. When I work, I usually feel energised.</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An inspection of Table 3 indicates that items 3 and 4 were problematic and did not load on either component. On the disengagement subscale items 1, 6, 13 and 15 loaded correctly and on the exhaustion subscale only item 12. With the above in mind, the construct validity of the questionnaire for this study population could be questioned.

Regarding the UWES, a simple principal components analysis was conducted on the 17 items of the UWES on the total sample of employees in a local government organisation. Analysis of eigen values (greater than 1) and scree plot indicated that 2 factors could be
extracted, explaining 61.28% of the total variance. An oblique rotation showed that factors were not strongly correlated and thus a principal factor analysis with varimax rotation was used. The results are given in Table 4.

Table 4

Pattern Matrix of the 17 items UWES for Employees in a Local Government Organisation (N=83)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Component 1</th>
<th>Component 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I am bursting with energy in my work.</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I find my work full of meaning and purpose.</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Time flies when I'm working.</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I feel strong and vigorous in my job.</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I am enthusiastic about my job.</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. When I am working, I forget everything else around me.</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. My job inspires me.</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. When I get up in the morning, I feel like going to work.</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I feel happy when I am engrossed in my work.</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. I am proud of the work that I do.</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. I am immersed in my work.</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. In my job, I can continue working for very long periods of time.</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. To me, my work is challenging.</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. I get carried away by my work.</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. I am very resilient, mentally, in my job.</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. It is difficult to detach myself from my job.</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. I always persevere at work, even when things do not go well.</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research by Naudé and Rothmann (2004) pointed toward a two-factor model for work engagement, namely vigour/dedication and absorption, contradicting studies in Spain and the Netherlands that indicate a three-factor structure. Absorption however showed poor internal consistency, leading to the researchers’ recommending that the absorption scale not be used and items regarding this scale was excluded (Naudé & Rothmann, 2004). Results indicated in Table 3 show no resemblance with either of these models, with no
consistent factor loadings on any of the subscales. Further investigation into the use of this questionnaire is thus recommended.

The 14 scales of the COPE were subjected to principal components analysis, and analysis of eigen values (greater than 1) and scree plot indicated that 4 factors could be extracted, explaining 42.67% of the total variance. An oblique rotation showed that factors were not strongly correlated and thus a principal factor analysis with varimax rotation was used. The results are given in Table 5.

**Table 5**

*Pattern Matrix of the 53-item COPE for Employees in a Local Government Organisation (N=83)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. I try to grow as a person as a result of the experience.</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I force myself to wait for the right time to do something</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I take additional action to try to get rid of the problem</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I talked to someone about how I feel</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I think about how I might best handle the problem</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. I put my trust in God</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. I drink alcohol or take drugs, in order to think about it less.</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. I admit to myself that I can't deal with it, and quit trying.</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. I let my feelings out</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. I try to get emotional support from friends or relatives.</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. I say to myself: This isn't real</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. I make sure not to make matters worse by acting to soon.</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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19. I try hard to prevent other things from interfering with my efforts at dealing with this.  
20. I make a plan of action.  
22. I try to get advice from someone about what to do.  
23. I do what has to be done, one step at a time.  
24. I pray more than usual.  
26. I give up the attempt to get what I want.  
29. I pretend that it hasn’t really happened.  
30. I look for something good in what’s happening.  
31. I restrain myself from doing something too quickly.  
32. I take direct action to get around the problem.  
34. I talk to someone who could do something concrete about the problem.  
35. I try to come up with a strategy about what to do.  
37. I try to find comfort in my religion.  
40. I feel a lot of emotional distress and find myself expressing those feelings a lot.  
41. I talk to someone to find out more about the situation.  
42. I act as though it hasn’t even happened  
43. I learn something from the experience.  
45. I concentrate on my efforts on doing something about it.  
46. I keep myself from getting distracted by other thoughts or activities.  
47. I think hard about what steps to take.  
48. I accept the reality of the fact that it happened.  
49. I discuss my feelings with someone.  
50. I just give up trying to reach my goal.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
51. I seek God's help.  
52. I daydream about things other than this.

Two factors loaded incorrectly. Item 34 didn’t load on component 3, and item 40 loaded incorrectly on component 1. Items that are not reported may be discarded as filler items.

The results above confirms the four-component structure of coping. Component 1 is representative of the active coping subscale and dealt with approaching the problem, redefining it as something positive or a learning experience, and accepting that it has happened. Component 2 includes aspects like daydreaming and items related to ignoring the facts that could be labelled as passive coping. The third component was made up by the items measuring seeking social support for emotional reasons (Carver et al; 1989), and was labelled, seeking emotional support. The turning to religion (Carver et al; 1989) items made up the fourth factor.

Descriptive statistics, Cronbach alpha coefficients and the inter-item correlation coefficients of the JIQ, OBLI, UWES and COPE for employees (N=83) working in a local government organisation are reported in Table 6.

Table 6
Descriptive statistics, Cronbach Alpha Coefficients and Inter-Item Correlation Coefficients of the Measuring Instruments for Employees working in a Local Government Organisation (N=83)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test and subscales</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
<th>Inter-item r</th>
<th>α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JIQ Cognitive job insecurity</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIQ Affective job insecurity</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIQ Total job insecurity</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLBI Exhaustion</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Cronbach alpha coefficients of the subscales of burnout, as well as the seeking emotional support and passive coping subscales are considered as unacceptable, compared to the guideline of a $\alpha > 0.70$ (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). The alpha coefficients of the rest of the tests and subscales are acceptable. Furthermore, the inter-item correlations for OLBI Exhaustion and Dedication, all the subscales on the UWES and Turning to Religion subscale on the COPE are considered unacceptable compared to the guideline of $0.15 < r < 0.50$ (Clark & Watson, 1995). It therefore appears that the internal consistency of the OLBI and UWES for the study population could be questioned. The skewness and kurtosis of all the scales are relatively normal.

MANOVA analyses followed to determine the relationship between scores on the JIQ and various demographic characteristics, such as culture, age and tenure. The results are reported in Table 7.

Table 7

| MANOVAs – Differences in Job Insecurity Levels of Demographic Groups (N=83) |
|-----------------|-----|---------|--------|----------|------|
| Variable        | Value | F      | DF | Den DF | P    |
| Culture         | 0,90 | 0,94   | 9,00 | 187,55  | 0,49 |
| Age             | 0,85 | 1,07   | 12,00 | 201,37  | 0,39 |
| Tenure          | 0,77 | 1,73   | 12,00 | 201,37  | 0,06 |
No statistically significant differences were obtained in analysis of Wilk's Lambda values (p < 0.01).

Next, the relationship between scores on the OLBI and various demographic characteristics, such as culture, age and tenure, were examined by means of MANOVA analysis. The results are reported in Table 8.

**Table 8**

**MANOVAs – Differences in Burnout Levels of Demographic Groups (N=83)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Den Df</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>187.55</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>201.37</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>201.37</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In an analysis of Wilk's Lambda values (p < 0.01), no statistical differences could be detected between burnout and any of these demographic variables.

Table 9 reports results of the MANOVA analysis, performed to determine the possible relationship between scores of the UWES and demographic characteristics (culture, age and tenure).

**Table 9**

**MANOVAs – Differences in engagement levels of demographic groups (N=83)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Den Df</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>187.55</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>201.37</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>201.37</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In analysis of Wilk's Lambda values (p < 0.01), statistically significant differences were obtained for tenure, but not for culture and age. The relationship between engagement and tenure was further analysed to determine practical significance, using ANOVA, followed by Tukey HSD tests.
The ANOVA of differences in engagement levels of different tenure are reported in Table 10.

**Table 10**

*ANOVA'S – Differences in Engagement Levels of Tenure (N=83)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Less than 1 year</th>
<th>2 - 5 years</th>
<th>6 - 10 years</th>
<th>11 - 20 years</th>
<th>Longer than 20 years</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Root MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UWES Vigour</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>4.75&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>2.43&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWES Dedication</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWES Absorption</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWES Total</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>*</sup> Statistically significant difference: p<0.01

<sup>a</sup> Practically significant differences from type (in row) where b (medium effect, d ≥ 0.5) or c (large effect, d ≥ 0.8) are indicated

Table 10 demonstrates that there are practical, significant differences between the levels of vigour (as measured by the UWES), between employees working in the organisation for between 6 to 10 years and employees working for longer than 20 years. The employees working for 6 to 10 years displayed more vigour than those working for more than 20 years (large effect). A statistically significant difference was also found between absorption (as measured by the UWES) and tenure. No statistically significant relationship was found between dedication and total engagement for various tenure groups.

Regarding the COPE, a MANOVA analysis was performed to determine the possible relationship between coping and various demographic variables, including culture, age and tenure. The results of this analysis are given in Table 11.
Table 11

MANOVAs – Differences in Coping Levels of Demographic Groups (N=83)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Den DF</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>72.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>201.92</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>239.75</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>239.75</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In analysis of Wilk’s Lambda values (p < 0.01), no statistically significant differences were obtained for any of the demographic variables, including gender, culture, age and tenure, as regards coping levels.

The correlation coefficients between the JISI and the OLBI, UWES and COPE for employees (N=83) working in a local government organisation are reported in Table 12.
Table 12

**Correlation coefficient between the JIQ, OLBI, UWES and COPE (N=83)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JIQ C</th>
<th>JIQ A</th>
<th>JIQ T</th>
<th>OLBI Ex</th>
<th>OLBI Dis</th>
<th>OLBI Total</th>
<th>UWES V</th>
<th>UWES D</th>
<th>UWES A</th>
<th>UWES Total</th>
<th>COPE Act</th>
<th>COPE SSS</th>
<th>COPE Pas</th>
<th>COPE TTR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JIQ C</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIQ A</td>
<td>0,63++</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIQ T</td>
<td>0,89++</td>
<td>0,92</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBLI Ex</td>
<td>0,29</td>
<td>0,30+</td>
<td>0,32+</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBLI Dis</td>
<td>0,26</td>
<td>0,16</td>
<td>0,23</td>
<td>0,46</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBLI</td>
<td>0,32+</td>
<td>0,26</td>
<td>0,32+</td>
<td>0,84</td>
<td>0,87++</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWES V</td>
<td>-0,29</td>
<td>-0,18</td>
<td>-0,26</td>
<td>-0,43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWES D</td>
<td>-0,27</td>
<td>-0,22</td>
<td>-0,27</td>
<td>-0,42</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0,84++</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWES A</td>
<td>-0,25</td>
<td>-0,17</td>
<td>-0,23</td>
<td>-0,33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0,88++</td>
<td>0,83++</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UW Total</td>
<td>-0,28</td>
<td>-0,20</td>
<td>-0,26</td>
<td>-0,41</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0,96++</td>
<td>0,94++</td>
<td>0,95++</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPE</td>
<td>-0,16</td>
<td>-0,17</td>
<td>-0,19</td>
<td>0,02</td>
<td>-0,31+</td>
<td>0,31+</td>
<td>0,31+</td>
<td>0,31+</td>
<td>0,32+</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPE Act</td>
<td>-0,14</td>
<td>-0,28</td>
<td>-0,24</td>
<td>-0,13</td>
<td>-0,28</td>
<td>-0,24</td>
<td>0,41+</td>
<td>0,35+</td>
<td>0,35+</td>
<td>0,39+</td>
<td>0,77++</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPE SSS</td>
<td>-0,30+</td>
<td>-0,26</td>
<td>-0,24</td>
<td>-0,13</td>
<td>-0,28</td>
<td>-0,24</td>
<td>0,41+</td>
<td>0,35+</td>
<td>0,35+</td>
<td>0,39+</td>
<td>0,77++</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPE Pas</td>
<td>0,10</td>
<td>0,25</td>
<td>0,20</td>
<td>0,25</td>
<td>0,07</td>
<td>0,09</td>
<td>0,01*</td>
<td>0,01*</td>
<td>0,09</td>
<td>0,45+</td>
<td>0,20</td>
<td>0,19</td>
<td>0,24</td>
<td>1,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTR</td>
<td>-0,12</td>
<td>-0,08</td>
<td>-0,11</td>
<td>0,07</td>
<td>-0,10</td>
<td>-0,02</td>
<td>-0,09</td>
<td>-0,06</td>
<td>-0,08</td>
<td>-0,08</td>
<td>0,45+</td>
<td>0,20</td>
<td>0,19</td>
<td>0,24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant $p \leq 0.01$
+ Correlation is practically significant $r \geq 0.30$ (medium effect)
++ Correlation is practically significant $r \geq 0.50$ (large effect)
As can be seen from Table 12, statistically significant correlations were found between Passive Coping and two subscales of the UWES, namely vigour and dedication.

The OLBI Exhaustion subscale and total burnout show practically significant correlation (medium effect) with affective and total components of job insecurity. Therefore it could be said that high levels of exhaustion and burnout as measured by the OLBI, could be associated with high levels of job insecurity.

All subscales of the UWES, as well as total engagement, have a negative practical significance correlation with large effect, with disengagement as measured by the OLBI and total burnout. High levels of vigour, dedication, absorption and total engagement, will therefore be accompanied by lower levels of disengagement and total burnout.

A negative practically significant correlation (medium effect) is found between total coping and disengagement on the OLBI questionnaire. A further practically significant correlation (medium effect) is found between total and active coping and all scales of the UWES. Coping and active coping would therefore be associated with low levels of disengagement, and high levels of vigour, dedication and absorption. Coping in the form of seeking social support shows a negative practically significant correlation (medium effect) with cognitive and total job insecurity.

The regression analysis of total job insecurity and the OLBI, indicates that the adjusted $r^2=0.9$ which implies that 9% of the variance in burnout as measured by the OLBI is predicted by total job insecurity. The multiple correlation coefficient of 0.32 are practically significant with medium effect. The regression analysis $r^2=0.10$ of job insecurity (cognitive and affective) and the UWES scale implies that 10% of the variance in engagement as measured by the UWES is predicted by the two job insecurity scales. The multiple correlation coefficient of 0.35 is practically significant with medium effect. The regression analysis of total job insecurity and the COPE indicates that $r^2=0.15$ which
implies that 15% of the variance in engagement as measured by the COPE is predicted by total job insecurity. The multiple correlation coefficient of 0.17 is neither statistically nor practically significant.

DISCUSSION

The general aim of this research was to determine whether there is a relationship between job insecurity and as manifested in burnout, engagement and coping among employees in a local government organisation.

Factor analysis confirmed a two-factor structure for the JIQ. This two-factor structure is consistent with literature findings across various samples, groups and countries (Borg & Elizur, 1992; De Witte, 1997; Van Vuuren, 1990). Items 2, 10 and 11 loaded incorrectly on the affective dimension and item 6 on the cognitive dimension. This is in line with the findings of De Witte (1997) which indicated that item 6 ("The competence of my supervisor in making decisions.") is related to the supervisor and is cognitive by nature. Buitendach & Rothmann (in press) confirmed the two-factor structure of the JISI after removal of items 10 and 11. The researchers dismissed these items both on conceptual and theoretical grounds, or with the alternative explanation that if only one factor was found, the possibility exists that it was unnecessary to remove them. Further research into the construct equivalence of this instrument is therefore recommended.

Factor analysis of the OLBI could not confirm the two-factor structure proposed by Demerouti et al. (2003). Only items 1, 6, 13 and 15 on the disengagement scale and item 12 on the exhaustion subscale loaded correctly. Bearing this in mind, the construct validity of this measuring instrument on the study population can be questioned. The OLBI is a recently constructed measuring instrument and relatively few studies have critically reviewed its psychometric properties. In order to study the construct validity of the OLBI, further theory-driven research is necessary.
Although eigen values (greater than 1) and scree plot analysis pointed towards a two-factor structure for the UWES, it is consistent with findings by Naudé and Rothmann (2004). Factor analysis with varimax rotation showed no consistent factor loadings on any of the subscales and could therefore not confirm this structure. A possible explanation for this is given by Van de Vijver and Leung (1997) who found that if this instrument measures different constructs in different cultures, they recommend that item bias should be calculated, if construct equivalence is not found. Storm and Rothmann (2003) indicate that problems regarding factor structure of the UWES could be related to ambiguity of items, or that they are sample or country specific. Problems may also be related to the wording of the questionnaire, where difficult words were used (for example, vigorous, immersed and resilient) that some of the participants could not master. This is highly likely, because 97.59% of the participants had only a Grade 10-12 education.

Two factors loaded incorrectly on the COPE. Item 34 did not load on component 3, and item 40 loaded incorrectly on component 1. Factor analysis of the COPE confirmed the four-component structure of coping found by Pienaar and Rothmann (2003). Component 1 was labelled active coping subscale and dealt with approaching the problem, redefining it as something positive or a learning experience, and accepting that it has happened. Component 2 included aspects like daydreaming and items related to ignoring the facts that could be labelled passive coping. The third component was made up by the items measuring seeking social support for emotional reasons (Carver et al., 1989), and was labelled seeking emotional support. The turning to religion (Carver et al., 1989) items made up the fourth factor. This strongly supports the conclusion by Kallasma and Pulver (2000) that a minimum of three factors is needed to explain coping data adequately.

Job insecurity with all its subscales presented acceptable alpha coefficients and inter-term correlation. This, together with the two-factor structure of job insecurity, would be proof of the JIQ as a suitable instrument for measuring job insecurity in selected organisations.
in South Africa. The JIQ therefore paves the way for future measure of job insecurity in South Africa (Buitendach & Rothmann, in press).

The Cronbach alpha coefficients and inter-item correlation of the subscales of burnout (Exhaustion and Disengagement), were found to be unacceptable. This is in line with the no construct equivalence that was also reported for this instrument. It therefore appears that the internal consistency of this measuring instrument in this study population could be questioned. More research in this regard is recommended.

As regards the UWES, all the subscales on this measuring instrument presented with unacceptable inter-item correlations. Construct equivalence of this instrument for this study could not be proved, and results given for this low construct equivalence could also be related to the internal consistency of the UWES. Further investigation into the qualities of this measuring instrument is recommended.

Alpha coefficients of seeking emotional support and passive coping subscales were found to be unacceptable. Furthermore, the turning to religion subscale on the COPE showed unacceptable inter-item correlations. Cultural differences and item bias should be taken into account, and further research on the use of this instrument in South African organisations should be explored.

A slightly below average score was obtained for job insecurity and burnout, but a relatively high score was obtained for engagement. As regards the hypotheses set out earlier, it could be concluded that employees in a local government organisation experience low levels of job insecurity and burnout, and high levels of engagement. Hypotheses one, two and three, regarding levels of job insecurity, burnout and engagement, are therefore rejected. Findings are contrary to those by Rothmann et al., (2003) who found transformation in local governments as a major stressor that contributes to burnout.
Practically significant differences could only be obtained between engagement levels of employees and tenure. Regarding the vigour subscale, employees working for 6 to 10 years in the organisation displayed more vigour than those working in the organisation for more than 20 years. According to Roberts and Davenport (2002), career development is an area that could be targeted to increase engagement. Career development includes providing opportunities to acquire new skills and to develop workers, as well as opportunities to advance in the organisation and helping them manage their careers. With this in mind, employees working for 6 - 10 years may be motivated by career development factors, such as promotions, to higher levels of vigour; where employees working at the organisation for more than 20 years, may be near retirement and no longer motivated by these factors. No research could be found to support this conclusion.

No further statistical or practically significant differences could be found between biographical groups regarding their scores on the various scales employed in this study.

Exhaustion and total burnout demonstrated a relationship with affective and total components of job insecurity. Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998) perceive job insecurity as a stressor in organisations and emphasise that the relationship existing between this stressor and burnout is in line with previous research by Burke (1994). High levels of job insecurity may therefore be associated with high levels of exhaustion and burnout.

Vigour, dedication and absorption, as well as total engagement, showed a negative relationship with disengagement and total burnout. This is in line with findings by Maslach and Leiter (1997); Schaufeli and Bakker (2002) and Storm (2002) who found strong negative correlations between burnout and engagement. An association could thus be made between high levels of engagement and low levels of burnout.

A negative relationship was found between total coping and disengagement. These results confirm findings from earlier research (Rowe, 1997) where high levels of burnout were associated with ineffective coping strategies.
A further positive relationship is found between total and active coping and engagement and all its subscales. This result could be interpreted in the light of findings by Maslach and Leiter (1997) and Schaufeli and Bakker (2002) that engagement can be seen as the opposite pole of burnout and therefore engagement would be associated with more effective coping strategies. Total coping and active coping would therefore be associated with low levels of disengagement, and high levels of vigour, dedication and absorption. Rothmann (2003) sees coping as a possible moderator or mediator between burnout and engagement, but recommends further studies. No direction in terms of correlation was implied in this study, and therefore this conclusion could not be made.

Coping in the form of seeking social support shows a negative relationship with cognitive and total job insecurity. A possible interpretation for this may be that people with high levels of job insecurity may be so insecure and ashamed of their fate, that they isolate themselves. Although no research findings to support this statement could be found, the correlation between job insecurity and burnout further explains the phenomenon where burnout is often associated with withdrawal behavior and an experience of the fate of the individual by him/herself (Cilliers, 2003).

The relationship between coping and burnout should be interpreted carefully, based on two reasons. Firstly, Lazarus and Folkman (1984) argue that coping is a state (a situation-specific response) rather than a personality trait. Therefore, correlations between ways of coping and burnout could indicate that burnout is related to particular situations that are perceived as stressful, which in turn stimulate a person to cope in a particular way. Secondly, withdrawal from work or from clients, which closely resembles avoidance coping, is regarded as a core symptom of burnout (Cherniss, 1980). Accordingly, avoidance coping and burnout overlap conceptually (Storm & Rothmann, 2003). In brief, job insecurity shows a relationship with burnout; burnout shows a negative relationship with engagement and coping; and a positive relationship exists between engagement and coping. Hypothesis 4, stated at the beginning of the chapter, can therefore be accepted.
Regression analyses could completely confirm that job insecurity (total) holds predictive value with regard to burnout (9% of variance in burnout can be explained by job insecurity) and the cognitive and affective dimension of job insecurity with engagement, but the predictive value with regard to coping could not be established. In the light of the last hypothesis stated for this study, the conclusion could partially be drawn that job insecurity predicts burnout; Hypothesis 5 would therefore be accepted only partially. A possible explanation for this prediction in burnout by job insecurity is given by Hellgren (2004) who associates job insecurity with higher levels of job stress. Job stress caused by job demands (such as the transformation process in local governments) has been found to contribute strongly to burnout (Rothmann et al; 2003). These researchers indicate that factors in the transformation process, such as insufficient personnel to handle assignments, performing tasks not in the job description and covering tasks for others, were the most severe stressors associated with burnout.

A limitation of this research is that the research design does not allow one to determine the direction of the relationship between the variables. It must also be remembered that these results were obtained from a sample of employees in a local government organisation with specific paper and pencil measures - which could probably limit the generalisibility of the findings. These findings therefore need to be replicated with other samples and measuring instruments before drawing conclusions about the relationships between the variables. The results of this study provide some data on the relationship between job insecurity and the wellness of workers.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Various research issues flow from this study that require attention to understanding job insecurity and its impact on the wellness of employees.

Firstly, further research is needed to establish more fully the validity, reliability and usefulness of the Job Insecurity Questionnaire, the OLBI questionnaire, UWES and
COPE. Research on the OLBI as a measuring instrument for burnout is needed especially urgently.

Research is also needed on other occupations to establish norms for job insecurity, burnout, engagement and coping. Larger sample sizes might provide increased confidence that study findings would be consistent across other similar groups. Longitudinal research is recommended to establish the levels of job insecurity over a period of time.

Recommendations for the local government organisation include better communication structures that clearly indicate the transformation process and expectations of employees. The organisation must therefore investigate the effects that the transformation process have on the organisation structure and functioning and try to develop strategies that minimize employee overload and stress. Support systems, for example an Employee Assistance Program, should be made available not only for employees leaving, but especially for remaining employees.
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CHAPTER 3

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter deals with the conclusions drawn, based on the results of the empirical study, limitations are pointed out and recommendations for future research are made.

3.1 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn with regard to the specific objectives set out at the beginning of the study:

- **Job insecurity and the wellness of employees in a local government organisation.**
  In the literature an overview is given on the increase in job insecurity, globally as well as in South Africa and the organisation. Job insecurity is perceived as a stressor and its relation with burnout, engagement and coping mechanisms are explored (Parker & DeCotiis, 1983; Van Vuuren, 1990). Job insecurity is conceptualised from global, multi-dimensional and job stressor perspectives, with the emphasis on job insecurity as a stressor (Borg & Elizur, 1992; Caplan, Cobb, French, Van Harrison & Pineau, 1980; De Witte, 1999; Ferrie, 1997, Joelson & Wahlquist, 1987, Rosenblatt & Ruvio, 1996; Van Vuuren, 1990). The person-environment fit theory of stress and the affective event theory of stress were used and integrated in an attempt to study the antecedents and consequences of job insecurity (Probst, 2002).

Burnout is defined and components of this phenomenon identified according to the Maslach Burnout Inventory – General Survey (MBI-GS) (Maslach, Schaufeli & Leiter, 2001; Wiese, Rothmann & Storm, 2003). The Conservation of Resources Theory (COR) of burnout, where burnout is related to job demands and job resources, is examined and linked with various components of burnout (Hobfoll, 1989; Hobfoll & Freedy, 1993). The Oldenburg Burnout Inventory (OLBI) is described as an
alternative measuring instrument for burnout (Demerouti, Bakker, Vardakou & Kantas, 2002; Schaufeli, 2003).

Engagement is theoretically viewed as an antithesis of burnout as set out by the MBI-GS, and is accordingly defined and its components identified (Maslach & Leiter, 1997; Schaufeli & Bakker, 2002). The job demands-job resources model is extended in the Comprehensive Burnout and Engagement Model (COBE), where energetic and motivational processes are linked to burnout and engagement.

Coping strategies were theoretically studied for their relevance to ameliorating or exacerbating psychological burnout (Alsoofi, Al-Heeti & Alwashli, 2000; Anshel, 2000, Golembiewski & Munzenrider, 1988). Four components of coping, namely active coping strategies, passive or avoidance coping, seeking social support and turning to religion, was related to burnout by various researchers (Carver, Scheier, & Weintraub; 1989; Pienaar & Rothmann, 2003).

- **Levels of job insecurity, burnout and engagement among employees in a local government organisation.** The research clearly indicates that employees in a local government organisation experience low levels of job insecurity and burnout, and high levels of engagement.

- **The relationship between job insecurity, burnout, engagement and coping.** Job insecurity (affective and total components) shows a relationship with burnout (exhaustion and total burnout). A relationship between burnout (disengagement and total burnout) and total engagement and its sub-scales was established. Furthermore, a negative relationship between disengagement and total coping was found. Although no relationship between job insecurity and engagement could be established, a relationship between all scales of the UWES (vigour, dedication and absorption, as well total engagement) and active and total coping, was established. Job insecurity (cognitive and total components) showed a negative relationship with seeking social support coping mechanisms.
The prediction validity of burnout related to job insecurity. Regression analysis indicated that 9% of the variance in burnout as measured by the OLBI is predicted by total job insecurity. The multiple correlation coefficient of 0.32 is practically significant with medium effect.

3.2.1 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

The following limitations regarding this research were identified:

- The research design does not allow for determining the direction of the relationship between the variables (Kerlinger & Lee, 2000).

- Results were obtained from a relative small sample of employees in a local government organisation and with specific paper and pencil measures, which might probably have limited the generalisability of the findings.

- Measuring instruments are only available in English and they are not culture sensitive or sensitive to problems related to language proficiency.

3.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations regarding the research are offered:

- Further research is needed to establish more fully the validity, reliability and usefulness of the Job Insecurity Questionnaire, the OLBI Questionnaire, UWES and COPE. Research on the OLBI as a measuring instrument for burnout is needed especially urgently.
• Research is also needed in other occupations to establish norms for job insecurity, burnout, engagement and coping. Larger sample sizes might provide increased confidence that study findings would be consistent across other similar groups.

• It is recommended that future studies validate findings with regard to the equal comparison of the job insecurity, burnout, coping and engagement across cultural groups. Cross-cultural comparisons would greatly enhance the validity of findings in terms of the multi-cultural South African context.

• Longitudinal research is recommended to establish the levels of job insecurity, burnout, engagement and coping over a period of time.

• Recommendations for the local government organisation include better communication structures that clearly indicate the transformation process and expectations of employees.

• The organisation must investigate the effects that the transformation process have on the organisation structure and functioning and try to develop strategies that minimize employee overload and stress.

• Support systems, for example an Employee Assistance Program, should be made available not only for employees leaving, but especially for remaining employees.
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